
FPt trne- 2or3 (uu-)

( x ;r-2\M=l I

[3x-6 4x-lil

Given that the matrix M is singulaq find the possible values of x.

S,,r.r.e.r!d z> alet : q4 
= bc-'-:9

(4)

.t t(q*-rt) - (:c-r)(cx-q) = Q11-rtx-j*+q2c,-,-l,L =0

21 -], !s-{s ( )ct+:t -\1)
41-
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2. f(r) : cos(x2) - x + 3, }<-x<n

(a) Show that the equation f(x) : 0 has a root a in the intenal [2.5, 3].
(2)

(b) Use linear interpolation once on the interval [2.5, 3] to find an approximation for a,
giving your answer to 2 decimal places.

*-,
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13. Civen that x: : is a root of the equation

2x3-9*+kx-13=0, treR

frnd

(a) the value of#,

O) the other 2 roots ofthe equation.

(3)

(4)

,1- *.ritr-ll =o =) lt=ts lt=j

bt (z-l) (zr-2 + Ar+zs\ =o ') tt " ' -\:c2 i'-1r' 
". 

A=-8

-Er+26 =o

') ()c-z)'-X =-\3 =)
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The rectangular hyperbola 11 has Cartesian equation ry : 4

/ ,\
The ooint Pl 2t.11 lies on H, where 1 + 0' \ t)

(a) Show that an equation of the normal to 11 at the point P is

7y-t3x:2-2ta

The normal to H at thepoint where I = -! meets .Fl again at the point Q.2"
(b) Find the coordinates of the point 0.

(s)

(4)

(L+)1 - qtL

:.2t\ =)

a= 9L

-\qq= tS =) at - ttu,z 
= lS

=r (rrb-r Xg +q) =o y+i , ?= -k
+ \ /-r.-+
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(a) Use the standard results for ! r afi\r' to show that
r=1 r=l

+I
\\r + 2\(r + 3) = : n@2 + 9n + 26\
r-t 3

lor all positive integers r.

(b) Hence show that

3n1
\ 0 + 2\(r + 3\ = lnlan2 + bn + c)L/' ,' 

3r=n+l

where a, b and c are integers to be found.

(6)

(4)

i*iXz,..r\ * I s(^r \)+3( +tSn+ \s +3(]

2^2*19r..+92 nz+1.. + 2q

2a.ra+Hn+46 -t a-"1".- 2g 6^a{*n *5L]

t3 la+itn +
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A parabola C has equralion y2 = 4ax, a>0

The points P(4p2, 2ap) and Q@q2, 2aq) lie on C, where p + 0' q + 0' p + q'

(a) Show that an equation of the tangent to the parabola at P is

py-x:apz

(b) Write down the equation of the tangent at p'

(4)

(1)

The tangent at P meets the tangent at Q at the point R'

(c) Find, in terms of p and q,the coordinates of R, giving your answers in their simplest

form. 
(4)

Given that R lies on the directrix of C,

(d) find the valtre of Pq.

j! ?C=P5-otfz, +
-, Fg-,.p'. ag'^tl ', Pg-1,9-- oPt-'t1"

-> (?-11q : a'(;;;CT4T
:qpz

.> iL-- a,?- +o,

=) -6 .O\ ,-\
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7. zt:2+31, z2:3+2i, 4=a+bi, a,be

(a) Find the exact value of lzr+zrl

z. z^
Giventhatw=!,

z2

(b) find w in terms of a and D, giving your arswer in the form x + iy, "r,y € lR

17 7.
Glven also that 11, : 

1j - 13,,

(c) frnd the value of a and the value of D,

(d) frnd arg w, giving your answer in radians to 3 decimal places.

R

(2)

(4)

(3)

(2)

:l = l<a.E)- --

,.^r = l2c -5b * (Sa,-rrZ5)l

--
t3 13

=l+ -6Ob =

So. +\ab=-t 6S! zsa +60\2--35
-'-ct=l.h--.\

,L
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8.

^=(,_ 
-i)

and I is the 2 x 2 identiry matrtx.

(a) Prove that

A2:7A + 2I

(b) Hence show that

I
A-1=;(A*7I)

The transformation represented by A maps the point P onto the point Q'

Given that Q has coordinates (2k + 8, -2k- 5), where k is a constant,

(c) frnd, in terms of /r, the coordinates of P.

-LS + -Lt q

c)A = 2L+g
+5=

= -2h-S++L+t+
: -2t*- s +\ (tr+\
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9. (a) A sequence of numbers is defined by

ur:8
u,r.,: 4un- 9n, n ) I

Prove by induction that, for n € Z+ ,

Y,: ln + fn+ |

(b) Prove by induction that , for m € Z+ ,

(i -il ?;' ,:k)

.' Utr.+r = +L+t+3(t+t)+t . !tL+t+3[r-rt-

:- true- e-r n=trn=A ; tr, - tor

:I)
taht-

{x. ry\sl1+t r+

,tlc
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